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The External Validity of Mapping MSIS-29
on EQ-5D Among Individuals With

Multiple Sclerosis in Sweden

Olivia Ernstsson, MSc, Petter Tinghög, PhD, Kristina Alexanderson, PhD,
Jan Hillert, MD, PhD, Kristina Burström, PhD

Background: Mapping can be performed to predict
utility values from condition-specific measures when
preference-based measures are absent. A previously
developed algorithm that predicts EQ-5D-3L index values
from the Multiple Sclerosis Impact Scale (MSIS-29) has
not yet been externally validated. Aim: To examine the
external validity of a previously developed mapping
algorithm by testing the accuracy of predicting EQ-5D-3L
index values from MSIS-29 among multiple sclerosis
(MS) patients in Sweden. Methods: Cross-sectional
individual-level data were collected from population-
based Swedish registers between 2011 and 2014. Health-
related quality of life was assessed through MSIS-29 and
EQ-5D-3L at one point in time among 767 individuals
with known disability level of MS. A previously developed
mapping algorithm was applied to predict EQ-5D index
values from MSIS-29 items, and the predictive accuracy

was assessed through mean absolute error and root mean
square error. Results: When applying the algorithm, the
predicted mean EQ-5D-3L index value was 0.77 compared
to the observed mean index value of 0.75. Prediction error
was higher for individuals reporting EQ-5D values \0.5
compared to individuals reporting EQ-5D values �0.5.
Mean absolute error (0.12) and root mean square error
(0.18) were smaller or equal to the prediction errors found
in the original mapping study. Conclusion: The mapping
algorithm had similar predictive accuracy in the two inde-
pendent samples although results showed that the highest
predictive performance was found in groups with better
health. Varied predictive accuracy in subgroups is consis-
tent with previous studies and strategies to deal with this
are warranted. Key words: health-related quality of life;
mapping; MSIS-29; EQ-5D; multiple sclerosis. (MDM
Policy & Practice 2017;2:1–9)

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic disease of
the central nervous system with an onset

between 20 and 40 years of age. There are different
variants of disease course, with approximately 85%
being diagnosed with the relapsing-remitting form
of MS (RRMS), which with time usually develops
into the secondary-progressive MS (SPMS) course
with slow but continuous deterioration. The less com-
mon primary-progressive MS (PPMS) course is char-
acterized by gradual neurological deterioration from
onset, whereas the progressive-relapsing MS (PRMS)
is characterized by both worsening from onset and
relapses.1 Previous studies have described high rates
of sick leave and disability pension (in this study
combined and used as a proxy for work disability),2

unemployment,3 decreasing health-related quality of
life (HRQoL),4–6 and increasing societal costs7 as the
disease progresses. Thus, it is important to measure
the burden of disease and, due to the heterogeneity of
the patient population, to report variations of HRQoL
across subgroups of individuals with MS (hereafter
referred to as MS patients).

Functional disability due to MS is commonly
assessed through the Expanded Disability Status
Scale (EDSS).8 Furthermore, there are HRQoL mea-
sures that include health aspects that are not
limited to physical disability. Both generic and
condition-specific patient-reported outcome mea-
sures (PROMs) can be used to assess HRQoL. A
widely used example of a condition-specific mea-
sure is the Multiple Sclerosis Impact Scale (MSIS-
29).9 Generic measures can be preference-based and
thus useful when conducting cost-utility analyses
(CUA). In CUA, health interventions are compared
regarding their costs and benefits, commonly using
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quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) as the outcome
measure.10 In a single value, QALYs combine life
years and quality of life, where a quality weight of 0
is equivalent to dead and 1 is equivalent to full
health. The use of a preference-based measure
enables the calculation of QALYs as all health states
can be assigned a quality weight (hereafter called
index value). This can be exemplified by the EQ-5D-
3L instrument where individual responses on five
health dimensions with three severity levels can
identify 243 health states, which can be assigned an
index value from previously elicited valuations.11

As preference-based measures might not be
accessible, statistical mapping techniques aiming
to predict values for the quality adjustment are

emerging in the scientific literature.12 Mapping has
been described as a method to predict values from
other health outcomes measures that cover similar
aspects of health.13 An adequate mapping is con-
ducted by assessing the overlap between two instru-
ments, collecting responses on both instruments at
the same time for the same individuals, developing
an algorithm through statistical analyses, and by
testing the performance of the algorithm.14 Thus,
responses on a condition-specific measure can be
converted to responses on a preference-based mea-
sure. According to the NICE guidelines, the use of
EQ-5D data is recommended as outcome measure for
economic evaluation.15 Mapping is a suggested solu-
tion that can facilitate economic evaluation when
appropriate data for such purposes are not available.

The use of mapping to predict EQ-5D has been
performed from several other condition-specific mea-
sures12,16 as well as from the first17 and second18 ver-
sions of MSIS-29. Versteegh and colleagues devel-
oped a mapping algorithm in a sample consisting of
661 MS patients from 70 MS centers in the United
Kingdom.17 In order to study the generalizability of a
mapping algorithm, its predictive performance ought
to be examined in MS populations other than the
one in which the mapping algorithm was devel-
oped.17 The aim of this study was to examine the
external validity of a mapping algorithm developed
by Versteegh and colleagues17 by testing the accu-
racy of predicting EQ-5D-3L index values from
MSIS-29 among MS patients in Sweden.

METHODS

Data

Data were obtained from the clinically generated
Swedish Multiple Sclerosis register (SMSreg) and
register data from Statistics Sweden and the
Swedish Social Insurance Agency. The SMSreg col-
lects structured clinical information by its web-
based decision support user interface and currently
contains data on approximately 80% of the
estimated prevalent MS population in Sweden.19

From the SMSreg we used data on disability level of
MS, type of progression, and HRQoL, that is, MSIS-
29 v1 and EQ-5D-3L. In SMSreg, MSIS-29 v1 and
EQ-5D-3L are typically assessed biannually for
patients receiving novel disease modifying thera-
pies (DMTs) introduced after 2006, but more occa-
sionally for patients not on treatment or for patients
on the first generation of DMTs, that is, interferon-
beta and glatiramer. Calculations were made to
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obtain the physical impact score (MSIS-29 Items 1–
20) and psychological impact score due to MS
(MSIS-29 Items 21–29)20 and to obtain EQ-5D index
values based on the value set presented in the UK
MVH study.21 Categorizations were made according
to MS disability level (EDSS) normal (0), mild (1–3.5),
moderate (4–5.5), and severe (6–8.5). Course of MS
was categorized into RRMS, SPMS, PPMS, PRMS,
and unknown. Days with work disability included
both sick leave and disability pension days. Data on
sociodemographic characteristics regarding year 2011
were obtained from Statistics Sweden (see Online
Appendix 1 for more details on data).

Study Population

Inclusion criteria were 1) a diagnosis of MS and
2) having complete data on the three instruments
(i.e., EQ-5D, EDSS, and the MSIS-29 questions rele-
vant for validation) and all had to be recorded at the
same date (Figure 1). In cases where one individual
had more than one visit fulfilling these criteria, data
from the earliest visit was chosen. Individuals aged
20 to 64 years were included in order to get a study
population of working age, resulting in a final sam-
ple of 767 MS patients. Patient data were from year
2011 (n = 31), 2012 (n = 208), 2013 (n = 325), and
2014 (n = 203).

Instruments

The Multiple Sclerosis Impact Scale–29

The MSIS-29 is a self-administered PROM with
29 items (20 items covering physical aspects and 9
items covering psychological aspects) and aims to
assess HRQoL in individuals with MS.9 MSIS-29
(v1) measures the impact in five levels (not at all, a
little, moderately, quite a bit, extremely) where
respondents recall the impact on their HRQoL due
to MS during the past 2 weeks.9

EQ-5D

The EQ-5D-3L is a generic instrument that mea-
sures HRQoL in five health dimensions (mobility,
self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort, anxiety/
depression) with three severity levels (no, moderate,
and severe problems).11 A total of 243 (35) health
profiles can be identified. All health profiles can be
assigned an index value, which facilitates the calcu-
lation of QALYs.

Expanded Disability Status Scale

The EDSS is one of the most commonly used
measures to assess the degree of neurological
impairment due to MS and ranges from 0 (normal

Figure 1 Flow chart of study sample selection
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neurologic examination) to 10 (death due to
MS).8,22 The EDSS examines eight functional sys-
tems: pyramidal, cerebellar, brain stem, sensory,
bowel and bladder, visual, cerebral, and other func-
tions.8 In contrast to the previously mentioned
instruments, the EDSS assessment is performed by
a physician22 and is thus not an example of a mea-
sure of HRQoL from the patient perspective.

Analyses

Mean EQ-5D index values and mean EDSS values
were presented for the total sample and in sub-
groups of MS patients.

The mapping developed by Versteegh and others
has been described in detail elsewhere.17 Their sam-
ple was randomly divided into a mapping develop-
ment sample and two test samples in order to study
the performance of several ordinary least squares
(OLS) regression models. The final mapping algo-
rithm includes 10 items from MSIS-29 (seven from
the physical component and three items from the psy-
chological component) to predict EQ-5D index values.
These items concern questions about having limited
ability to carry things (Item 3), and being bothered by
difficulties moving indoors (Item 5), being clumsy
(Item 6), spasms in your limbs (Item 10), difficulties
using your hands in everyday tasks (Item 15), having
to cut down on the amount of time you spent on work
or other daily activities (Item 16), taking longer to do
things (Item 18), feeling unwell (Item 21), feeling irri-
table, impatient, or short tempered (Item 26), and feel-
ing depressed (Item 29).9

In the present study, the following method was
applied to validate the previously developed map-
ping algorithm17 in the Swedish MS sample. The
dependent variable, that is, the EQ-5D index value,
was calculated according to the UK MVH value
set,21 which is the most commonly used value set in
Sweden. Ten items from the MSIS-29 were coded as
dummy variables in accordance with the original
mapping algorithm. The first number describes the
item and the following numbers describes the
response on that item, that is, MSI6_5 defines a
response of 5 on Item 6 (extremely bothered by
being clumsy) and MSI3_3_4 defines a response of 3
or 4 on Item 3 (moderately or quite a bit limited
ability to carry things).9

The predictive performance was assessed by
comparing predicted EQ-5D index values with
observed EQ-5D index values, where the predictive
accuracy was assessed by mean absolute error

(MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), and RMSE
normalized for range. MAE is the sum of individual
absolute errors divided by the number of individuals,
whereas RMSE is calculated by initially dividing the
sum of individual squared errors by the number of
individuals, and then by calculating the square root
of the mean squared error.18,23 MAE and RMSE are
estimates of prediction errors, and thus, low values
indicate high predictive accuracy. As RMSE is more
influenced by prediction errors that considerably
deviate from the mean value, RMSE is always equiva-
lent to or greater than MAE.17 MAE and RMSE are,
nevertheless, not constructed to compare results from
using instruments with different ranges. Thus, the
RMSE normalized for range was reported to facilitate
comparison of study results.17,24 The RMSE was
divided by the range of EQ-5D index values, where
the UK value set has a possible range between 20.594
and 1. Thus, the normalized RMSE reports prediction
error as a percentage of the scale size of the instru-
ment applied.17,18 Mean predictive accuracy was
assessed for the entire sample. Additionally, in order
to examine variations in how the mapping algorithm
performs in subgroups with regard to health status,
prediction error was also examined for groups cate-
gorized according to severity levels on EQ-5D, that is,
index values �0.5 and \0.5, and MS disability level,
that is, mild, moderate, and severe MS. This was per-
formed in accordance with the suggestion to report
patterns of error over the entire range of EQ-5D,12 as
several mapping studies indicate lower predictive
accuracy among individuals reporting EQ-5D index
values \0.5.12,16 As EQ-5D data are absent when a
conversion from MSIS-29 is performed, a strategy to
identify variations in predictive accuracy between
subgroups of health status, defined by MS disability
level, was explored.

All statistical analyses were performed in IBM
SPSS Statistics v.22, and the predictive accuracy
was calculated in Microsoft Excel. The research
project was approved by the Regional Ethical
Review Board, Stockholm (Dnr 2007/5:6; 2011/
1710-32; 2014/236-32).

RESULTS

In the total study sample of 767 MS patients,
70% were women (Table 1). The majority had mild
MS disability level at the time of measure (84%),
and the mean EDSS of 2.3 was equivalent for men
and women. Most were diagnosed with RRMS
(87%) and reported better health compared to those
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diagnosed with other types of MS. During the pre-
ceding year, approximately 50% had no work dis-
ability days while 10% had full work disability.
More severe MS was found in the highest age group
(mean EDSS 3.8), among those diagnosed with
PPMS (mean EDSS 5.1), PRMS (mean EDSS 4.7),
SPMS (mean EDSS 4.6), and among those with full-
time work disability (mean EDSS 4.1).

The mean EQ-5D index value was 0.75 with
lower mean values among women, in the highest
age group, among groups with low educational
level, born outside Sweden, with severe MS, and

with full-time work disability (Table 1). The health
dimensions with most frequent reporting of prob-
lems were pain/discomfort (56%) and depression/
anxiety (46%), while a smaller proportion reported
problems related to mobility (31%), usual activities
(28%), and self-care (6%) (see Online Appendix 2
for more details). The age range was narrower in our
study (20–64 years) compared to the UK samples in
the original mapping study by Versteegh and oth-
ers17 (18–88 years). A greater proportion of the
Swedish sample were diagnosed with RRMS (87%)
compared to the development and test samples in

Table 1 Characteristics of the Study Population (n = 767), Mean MS Disability Level (EDSS), and Mean
EQ-5D Index Values

% n EDSS, Mean (SD) EQ-5D Index, Mean (SD)

Total sample 100 767 2.3 (1.7) 0.75 (0.25)
Men 29.5 226 2.3 (1.8) 0.79 (0.24)
Women 70.5 541 2.3 (1.7) 0.74 (0.25)

Age (years)
20–24 4.6 35 1.1 (1.1) 0.77 (0.27)
25–34 22.4 172 1.9 (1.5) 0.76 (0.27)
35–44 37.5 288 2.2 (1.8) 0.75 (0.27)
45–54 29.1 223 2.6 (1.7) 0.75 (0.22)
55–64 6.4 49 3.8 (1.9) 0.71 (0.20)

Educational level
Low 7.4 57 2.7 (1.7) 0.67 (0.27)
Medium 49.5 380 2.4 (1.8) 0.73 (0.27)
High 42.8 328 2.1 (1.7) 0.80 (0.22)
Missing 0.3 2 4.0 (1.4) 0.22 (0.20)

Country of birth
Sweden 89.8 689 2.3 (1.7) 0.76 (0.24)
Other 10.2 78 2.5 (1.6) 0.67 (0.31)

MS disabilitya

Normal 15.3 117 0.0 (0.0) 0.89 (0.15)
Mild 68.7 527 2.1 (0.8) 0.77 (0.23)
Moderate 9.0 69 4.5 (0.6) 0.58 (0.24)
Severe 7.0 54 6.4 (0.6) 0.50 (0.35)

Type of MS
RRMS 87.1 668 2.1 (1.5) 0.77 (0.24)
SPMS 6.9 53 4.6 (1.7) 0.62 (0.28)
PPMS 0.7 5 5.1 (2.2) 0.61 (0.25)
PRMS 1.7 13 4.7 (2.5) 0.51 (0.38)
Unknown 3.7 28 2.2 (1.7) 0.73 (0.32)

Work disabilityb

0 days 49.2 377 1.7 (1.3) 0.83 (0.20)
1–90 days 15.3 117 2.1 (1.4) 0.78 (0.20)
91–180 days 7.6 58 2.6 (1.5) 0.66 (0.24)
181–364 daysc 17.6 135 3.1 (1.9) 0.66 (0.26)
365 daysc 10.4 80 4.1 (2.0) 0.55 (0.32)

Note: EDSS = Expanded Disability Status Scale; MS = multiple sclerosis, RRMS = relapsing-remitting MS; SPMS = secondary-progressive MS; PPMS =
primary-progressive MS; PRMS = progressive-relapsing MS.
a. Measured by the Expanded Disability Status Scale: normal, 0; mild, 1 to 3.5; moderate, 4 to 5.5; severe, 6 to 8.5.
b. Net days with sickness absence or disability pension in the previous year.
c. 181–365 days and 366 days for year 2012, due to leap year.
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the original mapping study (81% to 82%). The mean
EQ-5D index value was higher in the present study
(0.75 compared to �0.60), with a lower proportion
reporting problems related to their mobility, self-
care, usual activities, pain/discomfort, and depres-
sion/anxiety. The mean MSIS-29 physical impact
score was 20.7 in the present study, whereas the cor-
responding score was 47.1 in the model development
sample. Also, the mean MSIS-29 psychological
impact score was lower compared to the mean score
reported in the original mapping study.17

The mean observed EQ-5D index value was 0.75,
and the mean predicted value was 0.77 for the total
Swedish sample (MAE 0.12; RMSE 0.18; Table 2).
These prediction errors were smaller or equal to the
prediction errors found in the original mapping
study. By studying absolute errors individually in
the Swedish MS sample, 21% of the sample had

absolute errors smaller than 0.05 and 56% had
errors smaller than 0.10. Thus, 84% had an absolute
difference between predicted and observed values
of \0.20, leaving 16% (n = 123) with errors equal to
or greater than 0.20 (not shown in tables).

The minimum and maximum values were 20.36
and 1 for the observed EQ-5D values, and 0.03 to
0.95 for the predicted EQ-5D values (Table 2).
Prediction errors were on average higher for those
reporting EQ-5D values \0.5 (MAE 0.39; RMSE
0.42), compared to those reporting EQ-5D values
�0.5 (MAE 0.10; RMSE 0.12). The predicted values
were generally lower than observed values among
individuals reporting full health, that is, EQ-5D
index = 1, whereas the predicted values were higher
than the observed values among individuals report-
ing poor health, that is, low EQ-5D index values
(Figure 2). Prediction errors were also smaller

Table 2 Summary of the Accuracy of Predicting EQ-5D Index Values from MSIS-29 in the Swedish MS Sample

n Observeda, Mean (SD) Predicteda, Mean (SD) Observed Min-Max Predicted Min-Max MAE RMSE RMSE, %

Total sample 767 0.75 (0.25) 0.77 (0.17) 20.36 to 1 0.03 to 0.95 0.12 0.18 11.0
EQ-5D
�0.5 693 0.82 (0.14) 0.80 (0.15) 0.52 to 1 0.17 to 0.95 0.10 0.12 7.6
\0.5 74 0.12 (0.17) 0.50 (0.19) 20.36 to 0.43 0.03 to 0.87 0.39 0.42 26.6

EDSS
Normal 117 0.89 (0.15) 0.89 (0.09) 0.19 to 1 0.59 to 0.95 0.09 0.11 6.8
Mild 527 0.77 (0.23) 0.78 (0.16) 20.24 to 1 0.03 to 0.95 0.12 0.16 10.2
Moderate 69 0.58 (0.24) 0.59 (0.16) 20.24 to 0.85 0.10 to 0.86 0.15 0.22 14.0
Severe 54 0.50 (0.35) 0.58 (0.16) 20.36 to 1 0.09 to 0.95 0.21 0.30 18.6

Note: MAE = mean absolute error; RMSE = root mean square error; EDSS = Expanded Disability Status Scale: normal, 0; mild, 1 to 3.5; moderate, 4 to
5.5; severe, 6 to 8.5.
aEQ-5D index value.

Figure 2 Observed and predicted EQ-5D index values (UK value set), by individual responses (n = 767).
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among individuals with the lowest level of MS dis-
ability, that is, EDSS 0 (MAE 0.09; RMSE 0.11),
compared to those among individuals with the
highest disability level, that is, EDSS 6 to 8.5 (MAE
0.21; RMSE 0.30).

DISCUSSION

This study aimed to examine the external valid-
ity of a previously developed mapping algorithm by
testing the accuracy of predicting EQ-5D-3L index
values from MSIS-29 among MS patients in
Sweden. When applying the previously developed
mapping algorithm17 in the Swedish MS sample,
the predicted mean EQ-5D index value was 0.77
compared to the observed mean index value of 0.75.
Predictions were more accurate for MS patients
reporting better health (EQ-5D �0.5) compared to
predictions among those reporting poor health (EQ-
5D \0.5). Prediction errors were lower in the
Swedish MS sample (MAE 0.12) compared to the
mapping development sample (MAE 0.13).17

The underestimation of index values for individ-
uals with good health and overestimation of values for
individuals with poor health were also found in the
original mapping study by Versteegh and colleagues
and in several other mapping studies.12,16–18,25 The
results indicate that mean prediction errors were
smaller in the Swedish sample compared to that in the
original mapping study,17 which appear to be an effect
from the relatively smaller proportion of individuals
reporting poor health (see the Online Appendixes for
more details on reported problems on the EQ-5D
dimensions). The large decrement of the total index
value resulting from the response of severe problems
in any of the EQ-5D health dimensions has previously
been suggested as an explanation for overestimating
low index values.16

One of the criteria to achieve high predictive
accuracy is to have substantial overlap between the
concepts of health being measured by the instru-
ments.12,14 The HRQoL data used in this study indi-
cated that ratings of MSIS-29 and EQ-5D could
differ substantially although both were answered
at the same point in time. This variation, which
results in low predictive accuracy, might be
explained by patients adopting a wider perspective
of health when answering the generic EQ-5D, as the
MSIS-29 explicitly asks the respondent to reply on
the impact due to MS. Moreover, EQ-5D measures
the current state of health whereas MSIS-29 has a
recall period of 2 weeks.9,11 It is possible that

responses vary depending on recall period as
HRQoL can vary between time periods, especially
for those with a high disability level of MS.

Having a large proportion of the sample reporting
full health might contribute to that OLS regression is
inadequate for capturing predictions of lower index
values, and other statistical methods have been sug-
gested to address this.18 However, previous findings
of mapping MSIS-29 on EQ-5D suggest that OLS
gives equal or better predictive accuracy compared
to when using methods that are more suitable for
data that are not normally distributed,18 and OLS
regression has been the most commonly used statisti-
cal method to predict generic preference-based mea-
sures from non–preference-based measures.12

The criterion of having EDSS registered at the
same point in time as the measurement of HRQoL
gives information regarding the disability level of
the sample. This is considered a strength in terms
of implications for policy and practice as it becomes
easier to compare this study population with others
in which a mapping is of interest. However, a rela-
tively small proportion of the study sample have
severe MS, that is, EDSS . 6. Thus, we chose to
analyze according to EDSS categories (normal, mild,
moderate, severe) when analyzing predictive accu-
racy in subgroups, as opposed to more detailed EDSS
levels presented in the original mapping study.
Another related limitation is the large proportion of
the study sample with a self-assessment of moderate
to full health, that is, with high predictive accuracy.
The study population is thus not necessarily repre-
sentative of the estimated prevalent MS population in
Sweden, but more likely representative of those on
MS treatment. The testing of the mapping algorithm
is conducted in a sample in which prediction of val-
ues for the purpose of economic evaluation is rele-
vant. The results should, however, not be generalized
to all MS patients in Sweden.

As EQ-5D index values are absent when a conver-
sion from MSIS-29 is conducted, it is challenging to
identify individuals and subgroups with low pre-
dictive accuracy. Prediction error was not found to
the same extent among individuals with the most
severe disability level of MS, that is, according to
EDSS, as were found among those reporting poor
health on EQ-5D. A more accurate mapping algo-
rithm could possibly be developed by testing
response mapping, which is done by predicting EQ-
5D responses (no, moderate, and severe problems)
rather than index values. This has been shown to
be a successful strategy when mapping from
other condition-specific instruments onto EQ-5D.25
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However, regardless of its performance, mapping
will not solve the issue of having a generic prefer-
ence-based measure that fails to address health
dimensions of relevance for the patient population
of interest.12 Yet another option is to develop pre-
ference-based condition-specific measures.10,26

The original mapping study addressed the major-
ity of items in the MAPS Statement,27 which facili-
tates an external validation of the mapping algo-
rithm. However, as described in the checklist, there
is a need to further ‘‘outline the clinical and
research settings in which the mapping algorithm
could be used.’’27 To the best of our knowledge,
there is no established threshold from which a map-
ping is considered adequate. Versteegh recently
tested the mapping algorithm17 through a Markov
model in order to study its impact on the incremen-
tal cost effectiveness ratio (ICER).28 The presented
findings were high accuracy among individuals
with mild to moderate MS (EDSS 0–7.5), and statis-
tically significant differences between observed and
mapped values (0.19 and 0.33, respectively) among
those with severe MS (EDSS 8–9.5). Using mapped
EQ-5D values resulted in an ICER that was 37%
higher than the ICER based on observed EQ-5D val-
ues. Another study examining the effect of using
mapped EQ-5D values from a condition-specific
measure developed for osteoarthritis patients found
that although mapped values and observed values
differed, both led to the same conclusion of the
most cost-effective intervention.29 The issue of sys-
tematic differences in accuracy depending on self-
reported health status is a concern for the practical
use of mapping algorithms. In order to provide
well-informed recommendations, further studies
are needed to investigate the potential effects on dif-
ferent subgroups of patients in decision making and
to investigate whether the systematic differences
reveal a general issue of mapping onto the EQ-5D
index.

The findings from examining the external valid-
ity of a mapping algorithm developed by Versteegh
and others17 among MS patients in Sweden indicate
that the mapping algorithm has similar accuracy in
two independent samples, although the highest pre-
dictive performance was found in groups with bet-
ter health. Measurements from generic preference-
based measures are preferred as the conversion
between two instruments inevitably leads to pre-
diction error. In cases of not having access to
preference-based measures in already collected
data, the mapping algorithm is preferably used for
individuals with moderate to full health. However,

strategies to deal with low predictive accuracy for
those in poor health are warranted.
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